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The great saints have said, and the scriptures also, that primarily there are three 
paths for Self-realisation (experiencing God). Several techniques and methods, in one 
way or another, are related to any of these three paths. The three main paths are: 

• the path of knowledge or analysis, or sometimes called wisdom; (Jnana yoga) 

• the path of action (selfless action) or service; (Karma yoga) 

• the path of devotion or love; (Bhakti yoga) 

These are the three paths. 

In the spiritual dimension of things in the world, there is a lot said about the path of 
knowledge, what is known as Gyaan marg, and the path of faith or love or devotion 
(Bhakti marg). Not much is said about the third path, the path of action or selfless 
activity (Karma yoga). Interestingly, I must tell you that very few people in the whole 
world are qualified to follow the path of knowledge – very few! Reading books and 
just thinking, analysing and having fanciful ideas is not going to give you Self-
realisation. Libraries do not liberate you! I do not mean there is no utility for study, 
understanding, or analysis – there is! But following that path and then realising the 
truth, for having God in their lives, may not be easy for most of those who consider 
themselves competent for that path. The qualifications are different. I will not go into 
detail.  

In the same way, about the path of love and devotion there is so much said but here 
people are also not clear about what is meant by devotion, what is meant by surrender, 
how it happens and what the relationship is between the individual soul and the 
infinite energy – God. Another thing regarding this path, love is not created – it 
happens! If it is there, it is there! It is inbuilt in the personality of some people. Some 
element of love is within everybody, some element of analysis is in everybody, some 
element of service is in everybody. Everybody has everything! The question is one of 
primacy; primarily having one thing.  

Now the third part is the path of selfless activity, the only real path for most of the 
seekers on the path of spirituality. This is the path and ironically and unfortunately, 
this path is not being followed by people. Very few people follow it. From many 
angles, it is a direct path. It is the path in which there is even a guarantee that one will 
achieve Self-realisation! 

There is no guarantee with other paths. Through the path of selfless activity Self-
realisation will happen!  
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